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Both normal and abnormal sub-100-nanometer ripples
(wavenumber ∼10 μm−1) were separately observed on Ti
surfaces excited by linearly polarized IR femtosecond laser
pulses at lower and higher fluences. Numerical modeling of
dispersion curves for surface plasmon–polaritons on the
photoexcited Ti surfaces demonstrates its surface plasmon
resonance with the peak wavenumber ∼8 μm−1 spectrally
tuned by prompt surface optical response, prompt surface
charging, and pre-oxidation, with normal/abnormal nano-
ripples appearing at its red/blue shoulders, respec-
tively. © 2015 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (320.0320) Ultrafast optics; (240.6680) Surface plas-

mons; (140.3390) Laser materials processing; (220.4241)

Nanostructure fabrication.
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Artificial anisotropic nanostructured metamaterials with
epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) optical characteristics have been the
subject of intense advanced studies during recent years [1–6].
Such metamaterials demonstrate cloaking [1,2], polarization
switching [3], total transmission, and reflection [1], as well
as sub-wavelength flux control effects [1,4–6], resulting from
their optical anisotropy with one ENZ component [1] (see
the bibliography in [1–4]).

Dynamic ENZ effect can be observed in optically tunable
materials with strong interband transitions, exhibiting semicon-
ductor-like character in the optical range [7]. For example,
ultrafast optics of Ti surfaces strongly photoexcited by near-
IR femtosecond laser pulses, demonstrates prompt fluence-
dependent bleaching of interband transitions from high-density
d-states in the valence band to low-density s-states in the con-
duction band and simultaneous rise of intraband transitions,
both non-monotonously modulating the material dielectric
function at the laser wavelength [8], as compared to simple

metals such as Al [9]. As a result, its surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) can be potentially blueshifted from the IR spectral range
owing to the laser-increased s-band electron density ρ, or red-
shifted from the UV as a result of the laser-bleached d-band elec-
tron density [8,10]. However, so far, only near-wavelength
ripples and their higher harmonics were observed for such tun-
able materials [11–17] with almost no indications of excited
SPR, imprinted in surface nanoscale laser-induced periodical sur-
face structures (LIPSS)—nanoripples [7]. Meanwhile, mysteri-
ous nanoripples with sub-100-nanometer periods, appearing
as normal and/or abnormal surface nanogratings with their ridges
perpendicular or parallel to laser polarization [8,18–21], have not
yet been explained. Formally, according to the common
dispersion relationship for surface plasmon-polaritons [22],
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such short ripple periods can be achieved via excitation of coun-
terpropagating ultimately short-wavelength surface plasmons at
jRe�εm�j tending toRe�εd �, whereRe�εm� < 0 andRe�εd � >
0 for the dielectric functions of the SPP-carrying conducting
medium and its adjacent isolating medium, εm and εd , respec-
tively, and their mutual interference, resulting in a standing sur-
face EM pattern with periodicity of 1∕�2K∞�. Exactly at SPR
one has Re�εm� � −Re�εd �, making its peak wavenumber K∞
and width dependent only onℑm�εm�, while calculations ofK∞
go beyond the common approximation Re�εm� « −Re�εd �,
jRe�εm�j ℑm�εm� with its simple expression for K SPP ≈
Re�1λ

ffiffiffiffiffi
εd

p � [22].
In this Letter, we report on experimental observation of the

dynamic polarization flip-off for surface nanoripples on Ti sur-
faces, photoexcited by linearly polarized ultrashort laser pulses.
Their different polarizations appear on different shoulders of
the surface plasmon resonance of the photoexcited Ti surface,
which is tuned, along with its prompt dielectric function and
prompt surface charging, through variation of fs-laser fluence,
as shown by modeling its electromagnetic dispersion curves.
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Laser nanostructuring of Ti surfaces was performed in a
scanning mode by 744 nm, 100 fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses with
a pulse energy of 0.3 mJ, which were focused onto an optically
polished bulk Ti samples by an uncoated silica lens (the focal
length f � 80 mm) into a focal spot of 1.1 mm in 1∕e-diam-
eter, yielding the peak fluence F � 29 mJ∕cm2. The sample
was arranged on a motorized translation stage and moved
at a speed of 6 μm/s, providing the sample exposure with
N � 1.5 × 103 pulses/spot at a 10 Hz repetition rate.

At the 744 nm laser wavelength and fluence
F ≈ 29 mJ∕cm2, normal coarse ripples (low-spatial-frequency
LIPSS, LSFLs) with orientation of ridges, perpendicular to the
laser polarization, and spatial periods ΛL�744 nm� ≈ 0.42 μm
[Fig. 1(a)], were produced in this Letter on the optical quality
surface of the bulk Ti sample under near-threshold cumulative
exposure (N � 1.5 × 103) when surface ripples appear inho-
mogeneously, predominantly around some nano/microscale
scratches, pits, or contaminants. Besides LSFLs, much finer
normal second-harmonic (SH) ripples with Λ2L�744 nm� ≈
0.18 μm were also observed [Fig. 1(b)]. Both LSFL and SH
LSFL ripples were usually surrounded by ultrafine ripples with
the same normal orientation (normally-aligned high-spatial-
frequency LIPSS, n-HSFL) and a period ΛnH �744 nm� ≈
0.06–0.08 μm [Fig. 1(a)–1(d)].

Moreover, other multi-shot nanoripples with the abnormal
(abnormal HSFLs, a-HSFL) orientation and similar periods
ΛaH �744 nm� ≈ 0.07 μm were homogeneously observed
everywhere across the central part of the focal spot [Fig. 1(a)–
1(d)], in agreement with our previous experimental findings for
other fs-laser wavelength, pulse widths, and Ti samples [21].

Hence, both abnormal (homogeneous) and normal (hetero-
geneous, e.g., scratch-induced) types of HSFL nanoripples were
observed on these Ti surfaces, excited by the linearly polarized
IR fs-laser pulses, in the narrow laser fluence range around
≈30 mJ∕cm2 (see also [19,21]), as compared with the broad

fluence range of ≈80–350 mJ∕cm2 for LSFL persistence [19].
This indicates a rather narrow fluence range, in which these
structures are produced, and may be ascribed to IR fs-laser ex-
citation of spectrally narrow and fluence-tunable SPR on Ti
surfaces. The observation of second-harmonic normal ripples
strongly supports this point, since at the fixed laser wavelength
large SPP wavenumbers K SPP can be achieved only in the SPR
proximity, as illustrated below in Fig. 3. The observed swelling
of the materials along the nanoripple ridges for incident fs-laser
fluences approaching, but still lower than the spallation thresh-
old of Ti [20], can be attributed to incomplete periodical spalla-
tion, previously observed for Si [23] and Al [24].

To enlighten the underlying electromagnetic picture of such
a nanoripple formation, dispersion curves of a Ti surface in air
or coated by a thin TiO2 layer with their dielectric permittivity
εair ≈ 1� i0 and εoxide ≈ 7.8� i�0.04∕0.08� [10], photoex-
cited at moderate 744 nm fs-laser fluences F (the absorbed flu-
ence F eff ≈ 0.7F ), were calculated. In these calculations, full
equations [25] for K SPP- and K z-components in the photoex-
cited metal, air, and oxide were used to describe the SPR region
with the resonance condition Re�εm� ≈ −Re�εd �, which is be-
yond the commonly used approximation Re�εm� « −Re�εd �;
jRe�εm�j ℑm�εm� [22]. In particular, K SPP- and K z -compo-
nents in the metal (K z;m) and dielectric (K z;d ) media were
calculated for εm � ε1 � iε2 and εd � η1 � iη2, respectively,
as follows [25]:
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with the factors A, B, and D defined as [25]

A � η1�ε21 � ε22� � ε1�η21 � η22�;
B � η2�ε21 � ε22� � ε2�η21 � η22�;
D � �η1 � ε1�2 � �η2 � ε2�2: (5)

In these calculations, we used the previously developed fs-
laser photoexcitation model for Ti [8], accounting for the even-
tual fluence-dependent bleaching of predominating interband
transitions from high-density d-bands to low-density s-band
due to band filling, and simultaneous rise of interband transi-
tions owing to the larger population of the s-band. Hence, real
and imaginary parts of the interband component, Re�εm;inter�
and ℑm�εm;inter�, of the prompt dielectric function εm of the
photoexcited Ti increase and decrease to zero, respectively, in
contrast to corresponding real and imaginary parts of the intra-
band component, Re�εm;intra� and ℑm�εm;intra�, with the over-
allRe�εm� and ℑm�εm�magnitudes decreasing and increasing,
respectively, in the range F eff < 50 mJ∕cm2 (Fig. 2) [8]. This
ultrafast optical tuning makes the initial broad and
weak UV-range SPR at 6.4 eV in air (curve 1 in Fig. 3) monoto-
nously redshifted due to the depleted d-band electron density
until 4.1 eV at F eff ≈ 18 mJ∕cm2 (ρ ≈ 2.5 × 1022 cm3) and

Fig. 1. SEM images of irregular normal (n-HSFLs, shown by the
dashed ellipses) and homogeneous abnormal (a-HSFLs) nanoripples
with corresponding LSFLs and their second-harmonic (SH) ripples
produced across the central part of the focal spot at F ≈
29 mJ∕cm2 and N � 1.5 × 103. The bilateral arrows show the laser
polarization.
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4.2 eV at F eff ≈ 40 mJ∕cm2 (ρ ≈ 3.6 × 1022 cm3) [curves 2
and 3 in Fig. 3, respectively], while becoming more and more
pronounced because of the reduced interband losses for the in-
creasing value ρ. The corrresponding positions of the redshifted
SPR vary in Fig. 3 from K∞�6.4 eV� ≈ 4.9 μm−1 till
K∞�4.2 eV� ≈ 2.8 μm−1.

Meanwhile, even for an ultrathin adjacent TiO2 layer, these
SPR resonances become much more pronounced and strongly
redshifted by the adjacent dielectric medium by the factor [22]
of ��1� εoxide�∕�1� εair��1∕2 ≈ 2.1, appearing now at 3.4 eV
for unexcited slightly oxidized Ti (ρ ≈ 0), at 2.4 eV for F eff ≈
18 mJ∕cm2 (ρ ≈ 2.5 × 1022 cm3) and at 2.0 eV for F eff ≈
40 mJ∕cm2 (ρ ≈ 3.6 × 1022 cm3), with the corresponding
SPR positions monotonously shifting down from K∞ ≈
5.6 μm−1 until ≈3.9 μm1 (Fig. 3). The reason is that a thin
(typically, a few nanometers thick) natural titanium oxide layer

simultaneously works as a bulk oxide medium for longitudinal
surface plasmons, which are strongly localized at the surface for
the high calculated K z;d ∼ 10 μm−1 [see Eqs. (3) and (4)],
while it appears negligible ( « λ) for the presumably transverse
surface polaritons for the rather low calculated K z;d ∼ 1 μm−1.
(In both of these cases, K z;m ∼ 10 μm−1) As a result, possible
constructive interference of photoexcited counterpropagating
short-wavelength surface plasmons can double the wavenumber
of the resulting surface interference pattern [9] up to ≈12 μm−1

in the UV range and until ≈8 μm−1 in the visible range, in
contrast with the experimentally observed maximal wavenum-
bers 1∕Λa;nH �744nm�≈15–17μm−1 (for the minimal periods
Λa;nH �744 nm� ≈ 0.06–0.08 μm) of the even IR (1.67-eV) fs-
laser generated surface nanoripples (Fig. 1) (see also [18–20]).
Likewise, according to our simulations at lower effective fluen-
ces ≤40 mJ∕cm2, the 744 nm laser wavelength always corre-
sponds to an excitation at the air/Ti interface of the only near-
wavelength surface polaritons with K SPP ≈ 1.4 μm−1 (Fig. 3),
which are not consistent with the minimal LSFL periods
ΛL�744 nm� ≈ 0.4 μm in Fig. 1.

To achieve better simulation of the experimental findings, an
additional physical effect, which has never been considered, was
invoked to modeling. Specifically, extraordinary transient optical
states of the photoexcited Ti surface were recently achieved
during its ultrafast low-fluence plasma-assisted ablation [26],
proceeding via consequent processes of electron emission, reduc-
tion of electron density, and surface charging, resulting finally in
lifting off electron-ion double-layer plasma plume, as shown for
different metals and semiconductors [26,27]. In this case, owing
to strong depletion of s- and d-electron density on the metal
surface, its plasma frequency Ωpl drops toward, or even below,
the optical fs-laser frequency Ωlas, while its reciprocal quantity—
electron scattering time τe—increases somewhat weaker due to
the strongly increased electron temperature (∼3 eV) [27].
Overall, this may result in some unusual states of electron
gas, which are yet to be explored and understood.

Here, a few model regimes (Fig. 4) were considered to sim-
ulate ultrafast optical properties of such hot, electron-depleted
states with bleached interband transitions of d-electrons as a
combination of the above-mentioned prompt optics of the pho-
toexcited oxidized Ti surface and its charging. The regime I
with completely bleached interband transitions (Re�εm;inter�;
ℑm�εm;inter� � 0) and no charging included shows normal
dispersion curves with their 2-eV SPRs, shifting in the range
of 3–4 μm−1 at increasing F eff (curves 2 and 5 in Fig. 4).

In contrast, the regime II with interband transitions partially
present at F eff ≈ 18 mJ∕cm2 and bleached at F eff ≈
40 mJ∕cm2 but, with ℑm�εm;intra� � 0, demonstrates sharp
IR-range SPRs with corresponding K∞≈3μm−1 and ≈8 μm−1

(curves 3 and 6, Fig. 4), respectively. Then, the regime III with
the absent Drude contribution (Re�εm;intra�;ℑm�εm;intra� � 0)
exhibits no prominent SPR at F eff ≈ 18 mJ∕cm2 (curve 4,
Fig. 4) while, at F eff ≈ 40 mJ∕cm2εm becomes equal to 0 (un-
physical case). Hence, more realistic physical representation of
the prompt hot and charged Ti surface state with surface nano-
ripples (wavenumbers 1∕Λa;nH �744 nm� ≈ 15–17 μm−1) is
obtained in the regime II at F eff ≈ 40 mJ∕cm2 (2K∞ ≈
16 μm−1, Fig. 4), assuming complete damping of free-electron
absorption at ℑm�εm;intra� � 0.

Finally, the experimentally observed nanoripple polarization
flip, from n-HSFL to a-HSFL, in the narrow fluence range

Fig. 2. Fluence dependences of real (solid curves) and imaginary
(dashed curves) parts of the dielectric function of Ti, where their in-
terband and intraband components, as well as the overall magnitudes,
are shown in gray, green, and black.

Fig. 3. SPP dispersion curves for Ti/air (thin lines) and Ti∕TiO2

(thick lines) interfaces, calculated for unexcited Ti (curves 1 and 4,
black), Ti excited at F eff ≈ 18 (curves 2 and 5, gray), and 40 mJ∕cm2

(curves 3 and 6, green), relevant for n- and a-HSFL formations, with the
arrows showing their fluence-dependent spectral SPR tuning.
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F ≈ 30 mJ∕cm2 was considered in relation to the fluence-
selective SPR excitation on a Ti surface, where its ENZ state
appears forRe�εm� ≥ −Re�εd �. Such an EM-wave polarization
flip for jRe�εm�j ≤ Re�εd � is well known [28], resulting in ex-
citation of a long-wavelength surface electromagnetic TM-wave
and microscale laser-induced periodical surface structures [28].
However, generally such a surface TM-wave can persist not
only for Re�εm� ≤ −Re�εd � (the common conditions for SPP
existence [21,28]), but also for jRe�εm�j ≤ Re�εd � on a blue
SPR shoulder because of SPR broadening for non-negligible
ℑm�εm� [see Eqs. (2) and (5) above], with the latter shoulder
corresponding to ENZ conditions. Moreover, besides the dem-
onstrated fundamental optical-range dynamic polarization flip
of surface plasmons in ENZ states of photoexcited material
surfaces, such sub-100-nanometer fs-laser fabricated surface
nanoripples may be practically promising large-scale, readily
available and somewhat tunable [21] functional elements for
sub-100-nanometer EUV optics, surface wetting/freezing and
boiling control over the characteristic vapor bubble nucleation
scales of ∼10–100 nm [29,30]. Transient surface gratings of εm
with sub-100-nanometer periods can also work as optically
switchable, and, potentially, tunable EUV diffraction gratings.

In conclusion, experimentally observed dynamic polariza-
tion flip-off for surface nanoripples on a Ti surface, photoex-
cited by linearly polarized ultrashort laser pulses in the narrow
fluence range, was related, through our modeling of its electro-
magnetic dispersion curves, to different polarizations of surface
plasmons on different shoulders of the surface plasmon reso-
nance under ENZ-conditions. Such conditions appear during
transient fs-laser photo-excitation and charging of Ti surfaces.
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